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PropertyName:        John Grinder Farm
Near 5900 Lucille Thomton Place,
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InventoryNumber:        CH-359

Zipcode:        20658

USGS Topographic Map:    Indian Head Quadran
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Tax parcel Number:    153          Tax Map Number: 30

Project:        John Grinder House DOE u

Is the property being evaluated a district? _yes

Tax Account ID Number:

Agency:
Charles County Department of planning &
Growth Mana

Site visit by MHT staff:          X     no                   yes          Name:

Is the property located within a historic district?               yes     X       no

gf the property is within a district                                                               Distriet haventory Numtoer..

NR-listed district                yes       Eligible district             yes              District Name:

Preparer's Recommendation:      Contributing resource _yes  _no    Non-contributing but eligible in another context

If the property is not within a district (or the property is a district)

Preparer'sRecommendation:          Eligible   X      yes      _no

Criteria:                X  A           8   X  C           D          Considerations:                  A         8         C        D          E         F          G           None

Documentation on the property/district is presented in:     "John Grinder Farm," MIHP Form CH-359, Bridgette Deale,1979;
"Smallwood State Park," MIIIP form CH-709, R. Christopher Goodwin

& Assoc., 2003, "John Grinder Farm," MHT DOE Fom for CH-359,
Paula S. Reed & Associates, 2016.

Description of property and Eligibility Determination:  /I/se co»/j»e4a/jo# sfoeeJ 7/«ccessary and af/zzcA z»ap czndpAo/a/

A previous DOE dated January 12, 2016, was prepared for the John Grinder Farm by Paula Reed of paula S. Reed &
Associates.  This DOE provides additional information on the John Grinder property.

Property Assessment

The John Grinder House located near 5900 Lucille Thomton Place within Smallwood State Park is a locally significant historic
structure under Criterion A and C.  The Grinder House is the sole nineteenth-century brick example of a vernacular dwelling
for a family of modest means in Charles County, and one of only a small number of extant vernacular houses of any
construction type.  Simple, relatively small dwellings, which housed farm workers, watermen, and other residents of modest
means, were once common in the Charles County landscape; however, these important reminders of charles County's
agricultural past are rapidly disappearing due to abandonment, neglect and a lack of recognition of the role they played in
Charles County's history.
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In addition to its architectural significance, the Grinder House is also significant for its association with the locally prominent
Grinder family, as well as for its association with agricultural diversification in Charles County after the Civil War. Following
the Civil War, Charles County suffered a major economic depression. The loss of slave labor devastated tobacco production,
the keystone of the county's pre{ivil War economy, and a large anount of previously prosperous, slave-cultivated farmland
remained untended due to shortages of funds and labor. As the price of tobacco remained depressed for several decades after
the Civil War, farmers diversified into other agricultural products such as grains, livestock, canning vegetables, fish and
shellfish, and wood products.  John Grinder purchased the property near Mattawoman Creek specifically to harvest its
cordwood to fire the brick kilns in his Washington, DC, brickyard.  The John Grinder property may be the oldest documented
property associated with Charles County' s timber products industry.

Alterations to the property have been minimal in nature and do not detract from the historic character of the building.  The
property is still highly wooded which it likely would have been when purchased. The form of the house and its setting in the
landscape still convey its historical function and associations.  Despite the recent fire damage and minor alterations over its
one-hundred-and-fifty-year history, the John Grinder House is still sound and embodies the characteristics of its type, period
and method of construction.

Criterion D was not assessed as pat of this project.

Property Description

The John Grinder House is located near 5900 Lucille Thomton Place in Smallwood State. Park (CH-706) in Charles County,
Maryland.  The circa 1870 brick dwelling is accessed via Smallwood Road, a winding park road.  The house faces north and is
set on high ground surrounded by open, grassy meadow, as well as forested land containing pine and deciduous trees.  The
house is a focal point for those entering the historic area of the park. Approximately 500 feet to the north of the Grinder House
is the circa 1825 Jenkins Tobacco Barn (CH-367), which was reconstructed on the park property in  1985.  Beyond the ban are
two, small, frame park structures that house restrooms. These buildings are designed to resemble agricultural outbuildings. A
small parking lot and playground9 designed to minimize their impact on the landscape, are located to the northeast.  Also to the
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woodland trail is Smallwood's Retreat (CH-12), the home of Revolutionary War General and Maryland Governor Williani
Smallwood.  A frame outbuilding noted in the 1979 MIIIP form for the property is no longer extant.

The house is a two-story, three-bay, side-gable, common-bond brick building with a rear wing, giving the original structure a
T-shape.  The exterior walls are painted dark red and all the doors and windows are covered with plywood.  The front (north)
elevation is three bays with a central entrance.  The rear wing is two bays in length.  A tarp obscures the roofing material on the
main block. The roof over the rear wing is sheathed with asphalt singles. One-story, brick, flat-roof additions, likely dating to
circa 1960, after the State of Maryland purchased the property, were constmcted on either side of the rear wing, giving the
property its current square-shaped appearance. First floor front windows have brick jack arches.  Wooden window sash exist
behind the plywood covering and are mostly six-over-six sash.  Some sash may be replacements installed during renovations in
the 1930s and 1960s.  Interior end chimneys with corbeled tops are located on each gable end, and a brick flue is attached to
the south wall of the rear wing.

At some point in the early twentieth century, most likely in the 1930s, a Colonial Revival-style porch was added to the front of
the structure.  The one-bay, gable-roof porch has an arched ceiling.  The columns are mismatched-the wooden Doric column
on the west side is likely original to the porch; the metal, fluted column on the east side probably dates to the 1960s.  The front
door with six lights over two vertical panels was also likely added during the 1930s.

The interior of the main block is now one large room; however, when constructed, it likely had two rooms arranged in a hall-
parlor plan typical of tenant houses and smaller owner-occupied dwellings in Charles County.  Architectural investigations
could reveal the location of the original wall. A small fireplace in the east wall was bricked-in at some point.  A wood stove is
now used at that chimney.  The plaster on the chimneybreast and mantel has been removed, leaving only exposed brick.  The
west wall has a chimney covered in plaster and an opening for a stovepipe.  There is no visible evidence of a fireplace or
hearth. Original narrow pine tongue-in-groove flooring is visible in the first-floor closet under the stairs, and likely remains
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under the carpeting that covers the rest of the first floor.  A quarter-turn staircase is located in the southwest comer of the main
block.  The bottom steps were likely reconfigured from triangular-shaped winder stairs to the current configuration that
projects into the room with three steps leading to a landing, then rising to the second floor along the south wall. Baseboard
molding in both the first and second floors was removed to install baseboard heaters, likely in the 1960s; however, original
baseboard trim exists in the south portion of the stair hall.   Most of the window trim in the main block appears to be original,
as does the trim at the top of the stairs. The window trim has ogee molding and a small bead. Wood flooring exists on the
second floor, although it is water damaged in the east room.  In some portions of the house, the original plaster has been
covered by wall paneling, most notably in the stair hall.  On the first and second floors, the original ceiling plaster appears to
have been removed and replaced with drywall.  The remainder of the wall surfaces in the house appear to be plaster, except in
the two 1960s additions, which are covered in either drywall or wall paneling.  The roof trusses in the main block are visible
from the second floor, east room, and consist of rough logs that are only finished where a smooth surface is necessary, such as
the bottom edge where lath was attached.  A first floor plan for the building is available in Paula Reed's January 12, 2016,
DOE form.

The rear wing houses the current kitchen, which was historically located in the same space. The chimney in the south end wall
likely accommodated a flue for a cook stove. The east addition contains a family room/den, while the west addition houses a
bathroom and utilities.  Finishes in the additions date to their construction in the 1960s.  Windows in the addition are six-over-
six, and the doors have three horizontal glass panes over three horizontal panels.  A similar three-light door was also installed
in the east wall of the main block.

A fire in 2014 severely damaged the roof of the main block, with most of the damage occurring on the east side of the building.
Several of the roof rafters are burned through, while others are tenuously connected. At some point after the fire a tarp was
placed over the roof to prevent further damage.  During a site visit on May 11, 20179 it was pouring rain outside, yet little water
appeared to be entering the building.  The second floor east room is the most heavily damaged.  All wallboard on the ceiling
has been removed and there is significant damage to the plaster walls on the east side.  There is also water damage to the
original wood floors.  The wallboard ceiling has been removed from the second-story west room, but the plaster walls appear to
only have been minimally damaged. The first-floor east room also sustained water damage to the plaster on the walls and the
drywall ceiling.  A portion of the ceiling in front of the fireplace is falling down.  The first and second floors of the wing did
not sustain any damage, as all walls and floors are intact.  Overall, while there is significant damage to the main-block roof and
the second floor east room, damage to the rest of the house is minor and repairable.

Evaluation of Integrity
Over the past one hundred and fifty years, the Grinder House has been altered multiple times, most notably in the early
twentieth century and sometime after 1957 when the State of Maryland acquired the property.  These alterations, however, do
not detract from the building's essential vernacular form and rural character.

While the Grinder House is located on park property, park improvements such as the playground, parking lot and bathrooms
have been sensitively designed and located so that the property still maintains its rural feel. The Jenkins Tobacco Barn is not
directly associated with the Grinder House, but its presence reinforces the rural nature of the property and a 1939 plat indicates
a barn was once located near the house.  Tobacco barns were known to exist on surrounding farms, and it is quite likely that
tobacco was grown on the Grinder family's Smallwood property.2  While new buildings and structures have been added to the
park property, none have dramatically impacted the environmental setting of the Grinder House.

Because the Grinder House was originally constructed in a vernacular style as a tenant house for John Grinder's nephew, it had
few architectural embellishments.  It was a simple building with its exterior form as its most character-defining feature.  Many
original interior features still exist, including plaster walls, windows, trim, and flooring.  While some features such as the
plaster walls and floors have been covered, they still survive in the building.  The essential floor plan, even with the first floor
partition removed, is still discemable.  The overall building maintains its integrity as a simple, vernacular tenant house.

The addition of Colonial Revival elements, such as windows, doors and trim, to older structures was a common occurrence in
the early twentieth century, and many eighteenth- and nineteenth-century buildings in Charles County were remodeled in the
Colonial Revival style between the 1930s and 1950s.  The addition of the front portico and replacement of the front door and
some windows should be considered part of the natural evolution of the house and does not detract from the essential form of
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the structure.  The two additions to the rear wing are modest in size and scale and do not obscure the essential form of the
original historic structure.

Despite the minor alterations and fire damage, the John Grinder House retains its essential building form and still conveys its
original appearance and significance as a modest vernacular dwelling constructed in a rural environment.   The structure
maintains its integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association.

Property History
A detailed property history is contained in Paula Reed's 2016 DOE form for the property.

Historic and Architectural Signiflcance
Brick houses are not common in Charles County.  From colonial settlement through the twentieth century, local builders
preferred to build structures out of wood.  The most rudimentary houses were one or two-room log structures.  People of
greater means could afford to construct timber-framed houses.  Only the wealthiest landowners could afford to build large
timber-frame houses, often with large brick chimneys, as seen at Maxwell Hall (CH-196) or Timber Neck (CH-297), or brick
end walls, as seen at Rose Hill (CH-1) and La Grange (CH-3).  There are several documented brick structures in the county that
date to the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century, such as Maiden Point (CH-130), Mt. Republican (CH-17), and Waverley
(CH-30), but these structures are the exception as they are far outnumbered by frame examples.  Toward the middle of the
nineteenth century, brick construction becomes even more rare.  Only a few examples have been documented, including
Green's Inheritance (CH-61, c.1850), Cedar Grove (CH-113, c.1854), and Ellenwood (CH-33, c.1857).  All these preiivil
War brick structures were constructed in a high style with fine finishes.  Their floor plans represent popular trends of their era,
generally with either a large side hall flanked by two parlors or a center hall with one or two rooms on each side of the hall.

Only two brick houses have been documented in the County that date between 1865 and 1900-Thainston (CH-51 ) and the
John Grinder House (CH-359).  Thainston was constructed by the wealthy Mitchell family, and like earlier brick houses in
Charles County, was constructed in a high style with fine finishes.  In contrast to these earlier brick structures, the John Grinder
House is unique in the county, in that it is the only one built in a vernacular style and plan.  The structure's relatively modest
size and vernacular hall-parlor floor plan with a winder stair in the comer align it much more closely with the simple frame
tenant houses constructed for farm workers, than with the homes of wealthy landowners.  Similar vernacular hall-parlor plans
with comer stairs existed at the John Henry Kelly House (CH-736) and Charles Sweetney House (CH-735), which are frame
tenant houses. Both of these structures have been demolished.  The roof framing in the Grinder House, which was severely
damaged in the fire, reinforces the vernacular nature of the building.  The roof trusses consist of rough logs that are only cut on
the edges that need to be finished, such as the bottom edge where lath was attached.  The building's brick fagade is an anomaly
in Charles County.  Typically, small hall-parlor plan houses would have been of frame construction, not brick; however,
because the Grinder family owned a brickyard in Washington, DC, they had the resources to construct their property in brick,
not wood.  While the other nineteenth-century brick houses in the county represent the homes of the wealthy planter class, the
Grinder House is the sole nineteenth-century brick example of a home for a family of more modest means.

The John Grinder House property is also emblematic of the shift from large tobacco plantations to smaller farmsteads
producing diverse agricultural products.  Following the Civil War, Charles County suffered a major economic depression. The
loss of slave labor devastated tobacco production, the keystone of the county's pre-Civil War economy, and a large amount of
previously prosperous, slave-cultivated farmland remained untended due to shortages of funds and labor.  In 1870, Charles
County's tobacco crop fell in volume to less than half of what it was ten years earlier. Due to dwindling profits, credit collapsed
and many planters fell deep into debt, forcing the sale of plantation property, often into smaller agricultural tracts.  As the price
of tobacco remained depressed for several decades after the Civil War, farmers diversified into other agricultural products such
as grains, livestock, canning vegetables, fish and shellfish, and wood products.3 The Grinder House is one such property that
can document this phenomenon, as John Grinder purchased the property in Mattawoman for its cordwood that could be used to
fire the brick kilns in his Washington, DC, brickyard.  Timber harvesting on the John Grinder Farm occurred at least as early as
1872, as evidenced by advertisements in the Par/ ro4crcco rj.roes seeking 30 woodcutters to cut both pine and oak trees on the
property.4  Archival evidence notes that in addition to the harvesting of cordwood on the Grinder property, com was also
grown on the farm.5 During the Reconstruction erao many Northern interests invested in declining southern properties, but this
trend is poorly documented in Charles County.  The Grinder family's commercial interests in Washington, DC, provided them
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with the capital to invest in property in Charles County, when local residents were struggling.  Not only was John Grinder able
to purchase 1,235 acres of the Smallwood property for cordwood and farming, he also purchased a milling operation and later
operated a wharf on Mattawoman Creek, diversifying his interests in the county.

The role of timbering and wood product production in Charles County needs further investigation, but the industry is
potentially significant for its role in agricultural diversification after the Civil War through the early twentieth century.  Today,
Charles County is the second most forested county in Maryland, and as late as the 1950s, a full 70 percent of the county's land
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sites associated with wood products in the county, but they all date to the first half of the twentieth century.  These sites include
Doncaster State Forest and Cedarville State Forest (CH-769 and PG:85B-14), which were created in the 1930s as
demonstration areas to educate farmers and the public on the benefits of efficient forest management, and the Welcome Fire
Tower (CH-752), which was part of a grid system throughout Southern Maryland where spotters could pinpoint the
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Mulco Spoon Factory (noted within CH-1021, Pomonkey Survey District), which operated in Pomonkey between 1946 and
1970, producing coffee stirrerso Popsicle sticks, ice cream spoons, tongue depressors, and plant markers from locally produced
pulp wood.  The John Grinder House and farm is the only documented wood-products-related resource dating to the nineteenth
century, and is the only documented resource associated with the supply of wood products.

The John Grinder House is also associated with several generations of the locally prominent Grinder falnily.  John Grinder
operated a brickyard in Washington, DC, but he also invested in property and projects in Charles County.  As early as 1870 and
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its construction, was likely responsible for managing this road work, as well as managing John Grinder's farming and milling
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the For/ robc!cco rz."es as early as  1871.]°  Grinder's Wharf is known to have existed at least as early as 1883, and was used to
ship cordwood from the Grinder House property in Mattawoman to the family's brickyard in Washington, DC.I I  Because of
the limited rail and road system in Charles County, wharfs remained important transportation and trade links well into the
twentieth century, particularly in the more remote western areas of the county along the Potomac River.  Edward Grinder's
son-in-law, John W. Carpenter was noted as the wharf agent for Grinder's Wharf in 1920, indicating the family's continuing
leadership in the area.  The John Grinder Farm remained in Grinder family ownership until  1945.  The Grinder family was also
t]h8e7:I.rsAt:ee:fa::i::£emn:nwuaT::;tdt?nG[°8Vge8mb;rt3:#]awry°,°£d°%:::estymoa;[t¥#:sRoeft:::t£L°:re;r#]£:;noiuat£:°nT2dat£°nst°nefn
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL TRUST                     NR Eligible:   yes
DHTERMINATION OF HLIGIBILITY FORM noX

®Property Name:        John Grinder Farm

Address:        near 5900 Lucille Thorton place smallwood state park

C ity :         Marbury

USGS Quadrangle(s):      Indian Head

Zipcode:        20658

Inventory Number:          CH-3 59

Historic district:                  yes     jL   no

County :           Charles

Property owner:        MD Dept. of Natural Resources

Tax MapparcelNumber(s):        153

Project:      John Grinder House Determination of Eligibility

a

Tax Account ID Number:

TaxMapNumber:       30

Agency prepared By:       Paula s. Reed & Associates, Inc.

Agency:      MD Dept. of Natural Resources

Preparer's Name:          Paula Reed Date prepared:               1/12/2016

Documentation is presented in:       CH-359, "John Grinder Farm," MIHp documentation, Bridgette Deale  1979; CH-7#
"Smallwood State Park" MIHP Survey District documentation, R. Christopher Goodwin &

Assoc., 2003.

Preparer's Eligibility Recommendation:                                   Eligibility recommended                          X        Eligibility not recommended

Criteria:           A             8             C                D              Considerations :             A               8              C              D              E

Complete if  the property is a contributing or non-contributing resource to a NR district/property:

Name of the District/Property:

Inventory Number:                                                                  Eligible:                yes

Site visitby MHT staff                 yes                 X       no            Name:

Listed:                    yes

Date:

Description of property and Justification:      /P/ecrse cr/rczcfe 777czp cz#c7p¢o/o/

Property Assessment

This property was identified in the  1979 MIHP survey as the "John Grinder Farm," including the brick house and a frame
outbuilding.    Today, only the brick house survives and it is in deteriorating condition following a fire in 2014.   The house was

probably built by John Grinder about  1870 to house his nephew, Edward Grinder, who managed the  1,200-acre "Smallwood's
Retreat" farm purchased by John Grinder in June  1868.   The property no longer retains its agricultural associations and does not
appear to be associated with any other historic event or trend.   It is therefore considered not eligible for the National Register under
Criterion A.  John Grinder was a relatively prominent manufacturer of bricks in Washington, DC during the second half of the  19th
century.  Though the Charles County house may have been constructed using his bricks, there is no documentation and John
Grinder never occupied the house which was not otherwise associated with his Washington DC brickworks.  Therefore the

property does not appear to be eligible for the National Register under Criterion 8.   In the  1960s, under the ownership of the
Maryland Department of Forests and Parks (today's Department of Natural Resources), the house was enlarged with two
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NR-ELIGIBILITY REVIEW FORM

CH-359 John Grinder Farm

additions.  Other interior floorplan alterations since that time and destruction of the roof in the 2014 fire have also impacted the
historic integrity of the Grinder house.   The property is therefore considered not eligible for the National Register under Criterion
C.   Criterion D was not reviewed for this project.

Physical Description

The John Grinder House (MIHP CH-359), located near 5900 Lucille Thorton Place in Smallwood State Park in Charles County, is
a ca.1870 brick dwelling that was severely damaged in a fire in 2014.   The house faces north, on high ground, several hundred feet
southeast of the restored ca.1760 General William Smallwood House.   It is situated in a cleared meadow area with a playground,
pavilion, relocated and reconstructed tobacco barn and restroom facilities nearby.  Beyond the cleared area is woodland with pines
and deciduous trees.  The Smallwood house is visible to the northwest.  A frame outbuilding just to the south of the house which
was present when the MIHP record was made in  1979 is now gone.

The house is two story side gabled T-shaped building of brick construction.   The exterior walls are painted dark red.  The north
front elevation is three bays with a central entrance.  The rear wing forms the stem of the T and is two bays in length.  One story
additions with shed roofs extend along each side of the rear wing.  These additions appear to date from about 1960.  The bricks are
laid in common bond at all elevations with a 7: 1  and 8: 1 header to stretcher row ratio, an indicator of 1870 or later construction.

Windows have been covered with plywood, but retain, for the most part their six over six light sash behind the plywood cover.
Some sash appear to be ca.1960 replacements.   Window frames are narrow and mitered.  First floor front windows have brick jack
arches.   One window in the east gable end wall at the second floor level is smaller than the others and is topped with a wide
wooden lintel.  Although different from, it appears to be contemporary with the other windows.

The front entrance is in the center bay.   Since it is covered with plywood, the details are only visible from the interior. The entrance
consists of a door and a transom.   A ca.1930s colonial style entrance porch has a gabled roof, arched ceiling, two mismatched
columns, one a ca.1930 Doric and the other a ca.1960 fluted, and a concrete base.   Other entrances are located in east gable end
wall and in each of the one story rear additions.

Chimneys with corbeled tops are located inside each gable end.   A brick flue for the furnace is located against the south wall of the
west one story addition.  The roof of the front section of the house, which was severely damaged in the fire, is covered with tarps.
The fire started in the east end chimney.  The roof over the rear wing, which was not fire damaged, is covered with asphalt tab
shingles.

The interior of the house shows evidence of two major renovation campaigns, one in the  1930s and a larger effort ca.1960.  The
front part of the house is now one large room.  Originally it likely had two rooms.  The floor is covered with wall to wall carpet.
Most of the original plaster has been removed and replaced with simulated wood panel board or drywall, probably ca.1960 or
later.  Baseboards are for the most part removed to accommodate metal baseboard heating fixtures.  A small fireplace in the east

gable end was in filled with brick at an unknown date, and a wood stove used at that chimney.  The mantelpiece and plaster over the
fireplace area are no longer present, and the brick chimney front is exposed.  The west gable end has a chimney and an opening for
a stove pipe, but no visible evidence of a flreplace or hearth.  The west end wall is covered with plaster or drywall.

The staircase is located in the southwest comer of the front section of the house.  It begins against the projecting chimney with
three steps to a landing, then rises to the second floor along the south wall.  The stair appears to have been reconfigured near its
base, but the straight run to the second floor with baseboard is original.
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a

The front door has two vertical panels under six lights and appears to date from the  1930s.   There is no evidence of the transom on
the interior of the house.   The area where it was is covered with paneling.   The trim around the door and windows in the front
section of the house at the first floor level appears to be original with ogee molding and a small bead at the inner edge.   Windows
have six over six sash that are original to the house.   A window in the south wall of the front section was removed when the
addition was attached to the rear wing.   The former window's outline is clearly visible in the wall.

Little of the flooring on the first floor is visible.  Inside a closet beneath the stairs, the flooring is narrow width pine tongue and

groove, running east-west.   It is likely original to the house and more may still exist under the carpet.

The rear wing is the current and original kitchen.  There is a chimney in the south end wall, which is too small to have had a
fireplace, but probably accommodated a cook stove flue.  To the west of the chimney is a double window with six over six sash,
likely a 1930s modification.   The flooring is linoleum tile.   On either side of the kitchen are the additions.   The east addition was a
family room and the west addition has the bathroom and utilities.  Doors to the exterior have three horizontal glass panes over three
horizontal panels and date from ca.  1960.

The second floor has three rooms with floors and finishes dating from the 20th century.  Doors and door trin and some window
sash date from ca.1960.   Windows retain their original ogee trim.  The staircase has its original baseboard and a doorframe and
transom with ogee molding a small bead.   The doorframe is located at the top of the stairs.

The second floor east end of the house is heavily damaged by the fire, which burned through the roof.  As a result of the fire, the
house is in poor condition.

Evaluation of integrity :

The integrity of the John Grinder house is greatly diminished not only by fire damage, but by remodeling efforts in the 20th century,

principally ca.1930 and ca.1960.  At that time, much original woodwork, plaster and flooring were either removed or covered to
allow for other newer finishes or heating upgrades such as installation of baseboard heat registers which resulted in removal of all
baseboards except in the stairway.  In addition, the flooxplan was altered by removal of the partition dividing the front section of the
house into two rooms.   The ca.1960 one story additions also reduce the visual integrity of the house.   Given these alterations and
fire damage, and the resulting loss of integrity, the house is not recommended as eligible for the National Register under Criterion C

Historic Context

lob
Reference is made to the Historic Context prepared in CH-709, "Smallwood State Park" MIHP Survey District documentation, R.
Christopher Goodwin & Assoc., 2003.   See also Historic Context, "Capitol Hill East," by EHT Traceries, January 2014.

Resource History

After the death of General William Smallwood in  1791, his ~1,600-acre home estate was apparently purchased by his brother-in-
law Dr. John Courts.   Courts may have intended to sell the land to his nephew, Robert H. Grayson, allowing Grayson to use the
tract as security (mortgage) for a $600 payment to his sister,  Sarah (Grayson) Stoddert, in  1801  (Chas. Co.  [CC] Deed Book [DB]
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n

181, p. 417).   In  1803, Coulls died and in his will he passed the Smallwood farm (a collection of tracts) to his son, William
Smallwood Courts:  "To son William Smallwood Courts, tracts; "Christian Temple Manor", "Symsons Supply Resurveyed",
"Thomas Town", "Thomas Town Help", "Coleby" and "Whitland" which were purchased by me out of General Smallwood's estate

and from John Campbell and Henry H. Chapman, trustees appointed by the Chancellor of Maryland to sell the same"(Dr. John
Courts, Will, probate August 2,1803, CC Will Book AL-12, p.121, as transcribed by Mike Marshall).   When William S. Courts
died, the property was conveyed in an unrecorded deed to Robert H. Grayson.  In  1830, after moving to Louisville Kentucky,
Grayson sold the Smallwood home estate to James 8. Pollett of Henderson Co., Kentucky for $6,000 (CC DB,1819, p.157).
Pollett sold the  1,600-acre tract in  1832 to John T. Stoddert, another Smallwood nephew, also for $6,000 (CC DB,18 20, p. 97;
his wife Sophonisba Grayson conveyed her dower right in  1834, DB 18 21, p. 296).

It is unlikely that John T. Stoddert ever lived on the Smallwood farm, by the  1860s known as "Smallwood's Retreat." In  1830 he
was listed on the U.S. Population Census in the Allen's Fresh District with his family and 44 enslaved workers.   Stoddert remained
there as late as  1860.   It seems likely that Stoddert operated the Smallwood farm as a tenant farm.   In  1868, Stoddert sold  1,235
acres, described as "all that farm popularly known as Smallwood's Retreat," to John Grinder for $ 13,000 (CC DB, GAH 2, p. 27).

John Grinder was a prosperous brick manufacturer and merchant in the Capitol Hill (SE) area of Washington, D.C.   Grinder
established his brickyard in 1847 on the comer of First and K Streets (SE) on Square No. 699 ("Washington. Historical Sketches of
the Capital City of our Country," John F. Collins,1887, p. 44). A maker of both building and paving bricks, his paving bricks were
used on the grounds of the U.S. Military Asylum in  1856 ("Reports from The Court of Claims. . .1860-'61," GPO,1861, p. 300).
Grinder was brought to Washington by his immigrant parents at a young age and, living near a glass factory, where he leaned the
glass-blowing trade until the factory closed.  He then shifted to brick-making. ("Death of Mr. John Grinder," The Evening Star,
Jan. 25,1892, in "Interments in the Historic Congressional Cemetery," 2005) In  1861, Grinder's nephew, Edward M. Grinder,
took over the management of the brickyard, where he remained until  1868 (Collins  1887, p. 44).  During the Civil War, Edward
Grinder reportedly served on the President' s mounted guard ("E.M. Grinder Dead After Long Illness," The Evening Star, Aug.10,
1910, p. 7, in "Interments in the Historic Congressional Cemetery," 2005).

It seems that John and Edward Grinder had formulated a plan to add farming and milling in Charles County, Maryland to their list
of accomplishments.   In May of 1868, John Grinder purchased a tract of land from the children of catesby Graham Brown, "lying
on the westward of the main road leading from the said Browns mill to Nanjemoy Church" (1857, Catesby G. Brown to Walter
Southerland, CC DB, JS 2, p.147;  1868, Gustavus T. Brown and Sallie M. Brown to Grinder, GAH 2, p. 26; see location of mill
on  1865 Martenet atlas map and  1873  Topographic atlas map).   Then in June, he purchased "Smallwood's Retreat." According to
Collins'  1887 "Washington Historic Sketches," it was Edward M. Grinder who moved to Charles County to manage the farming
and milling operations (Collins  1887, p. 44).

Though the Smallwood manor house was still standing in 1868, it was by then over 100 years old and possibly occupied by a tenant
farmer.   It appears that Edward Grinder's flrst order of business was to build a house.   "E. Grinder" was listed on the  1870 census
in Charles County (1 st Dist., Pisgah P.O.) as a bricklayer, with his wife and four children.  Nearby was a relative, Joseph Grinder, a
carpenter.  This census record seems to indicate that the Grinders were in the process of building their house on the new farm

property.   By the  1880 census, Edward M. Grinder had a "custom mill" in operation on Mattawoman Creek, valued at $2,000,
"with 2 run of stones,12 bu/diem maximum [12 bushels per day].  A 20-foot fall drove a  15 hp overshot wheel 4 ft 3 inches broad

at 5 rpm to grind 89.5 tons meal and  14.9 tons feed ($2600)." (John MCGrain, "Molinography of Maryland,"  1976, p. 7)

John Grinder, who remained in Washington, DC throughout his life, conveyed the Smallwood farm and the mill tract to his nephew
Edward in  1879 (CC DB, JST 5, p. 417, recorded in  1893).   On the  1880 census for Charles County, Edward Grinder was listed as
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a farmer, with his wife Hannah, oldest son George (working on the farm), and five other children.  By  1887, he had moved back to
Washington to manage the Grinder brickyard with as many as thirty employees (Collins  1887, p. 44).  John Grinder died on January
24,  1892 and exactly one year later, Edward Grinder recorded the deed for the Charles County farm.   The farm passed down
through the family ending in  1945 with Sadie (Carpenter) Milstead.   By then it was just  150 acres, located on the southwest side of
the "Old County Road leading from the Rison Post Office to Grinder's mill, and thence in the direction of Chicamuxen" (CC DB,
TBM 81, p. 422; see attached plat from  1939 Smallwood Foundation showing location of Carpenter house and ban).  Herbert
Staiger, who purchased the Grinder farln from Sadie Milstead, sold the property in  1957 to the State of Maryland, "to the use of
the Department of Forests and Parks" (CC DB  131, p. 544).

The house was enlarged in the  1960s and served as housing for the park superintendent.  In 2014, a chimney fire destroyed part of
the roof and the house has been vacant since.  None of the associated farm buildings remain in place (the tobacco barn on the park

property was moved to that location from elsewhere in Charles County in  1980 for an interpretive exhibit).

rl

EiE
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Digital Photograph Log
Page 1 of 2

Name of Property:

City or Vicinity:
County, State:
Name of Photographer:
Date of Photographs:
Location of Original Files:
Number of Photographs:

John Grinder Farm
MIHP # CH-359
Smallwood State Park
Charles County, MD
Edie Wallace
January 2016
MD SHP0
16

HP 100 Gray Photo Cartridge
HP Premium Plus Photo Paper

CH1359   2016-01-05   01
House e=terior, north-and west elevations, view SE.

CH-359   2016-01L05   02
House e=terior, detairof entrance hood and columns, view SE.

CHL359   2016-01-05   03
House e=terior, west-and south elevations, view NE.

CH-359   2016-01-05   04
House exterior, south-and east elevations, view NW.

CH-359  2016-01-05   05
House e=terior, north-elevation, view S.

CH-359  2016-01-05   06
House iiterior, first fl-oor, living room, view NW.

CH-359  2016-01-05   07
House ifilterior, first fl-oor, living room, view NE.

CH-359  2016-01-05   08
House iiterior, first fl-oor, living room, detail of closed flreplace, east wall, view SE.

CH-359   2016-01-05   09
House ifilterior, first fl-oor, kitchen, view S to south wall.

CH-359   2016-01-05   10
House iiterior, flrst fl-oor, east addition, view SE to east wall.



MIHP # CH-359, John Grinder Farm
Digital Photo Log, page 2 of 2

CH-359   2016-01-0511
House ifrterior, first fl-oor, stairs view E to second floor.

CH-359   2016-01-05   12
House i=terior, secont floor, stairs view W showing stair enclosure and south window.

CH-359   2016L01-05   13
House ifilterior, secona floor, room above kitchen, view N.

CH-359   2016-01-05   14
Houseiiterior,secon-dfloor,viewNEthroughexposedatticfloorjoiststorooffiredamage.

CH-359   2016-01-05   15
Setting, view S.

CH-359   2016-01-05   16
Setting, view N.
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL TRUST 
MAGI # 0903593404 

INVENTORY FORM FOR STATE HISTORIC SITES SURVEY 

0NAME 
HISTORIC 

John Grinder Far~ ----
AND/OR COMMON 

flLOCATION 
STREET & NUMBER North of Mason Springs Chicamuxen Road (MD 224) , 
Southeast of Smallwood's Retreat located within Smallwood State Park 
CITY. TOWN 

STATE 

HiilrylilRQ 

llCLASSIFICATION 

CATEGORY OWNERSHIP 
_DISTRICT iLPUBLIC 

x_BUILDING(S) _PRIVATE 

_STRUCTURE _BOTH 

_SITE PUBLIC ACQUISITION 
_OBJECT _ .. ;PROCESS 

_BEING CONSIDERED 

DOWNER OF PROPERTY 
NAME 

VICINITY OF 

STATUS 

~OCCUPIED 
_UNOCCUPIED 

_WORK IN PROGRESS 

ACCESSIBLE 
_YES· RESTRICTED 

_YES: UNRESTRICTED 

XNo 

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 

COUNTY 

Charles 

PRESENT USE 

_AGRICULTURE _MUSEUM 

_COMMERCIAL __ PARK 

_EDUCATIONAL ilPRIVATE RESIDENCE 

_ENTERTAINMENT _RELIGIOUS 

_GOVERNMENT _SCIENTIFIC 

_INDUSTRIAL _TRANSPORTATION 

_MILITARY _OTHER 

§!ate of Maryland, Dept. of Natural Resources Telephone #: 
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

The John Grinder house (1840-1850), located southeast of 
Smallwood's Retreat, is a two-story, gable-roofed, brick house with 
a lower two-story brick ell projecting from the central bay of the 
rear (south) facade. One-story, shed-roof additions dating from 
the 1940s extend from the east and west facades of this rear wing. 

The main (north) three-bay facade is defined by a central doorway 
flanked by two windows on the first story, and three symmetrically 
positioned windows on the second story. A barrel vaulted, gabled 
portico (probably a later addition) with simple wooden doric column 
supports enhances the main entrance. First story windows have flat 
arched brick lintels and wooden sills. The second story windows 
are distinguished by wooden lintels and sills. All windows are 
6/6 double-hung sash. 

A secondary entrance is located on the east facade. A tiny 6/6 
double-hung sash window exists atove this door. Both openings 
are framed by simple architrave trim. 

Internal corbel capped brick chimneys are located in both gable 
ends of the main block. 

The gable roof is further distinguished by a boxed cornice with 
rake boards. 

The lower two-story rear addition is two bays wide and one bay 
deep. Window details are identical to those of the main block. 
The gable roof also has a boxed cornice and rake boards. An 
internal corbeled capped chimney is located in the southern gable 
end of this section. 

Little distinguishes the Twentieth Century shed-roofed, brick 
additions which flank the older ell. 

Behind the house is a gable-roofed frame outbuilding which has 
been obscured by overgrown vegetation.Hand-hewn structural members 
are visible. 
The main structure is currently leased by the Department of 
Natural Resources to Smallwood State Park's superintendant, and 
therefore is in very good condition. 

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY 
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PERIOD AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE -- CHECK AND JUSTIFY BELOW 

~EHISTORIC --ARCHEOLOGY-PREHISTORIC _COMMUNITY PLANNING _LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE _RELIGION 

_ 1400-1499 __ARCHEOLOGY-HISTORIC _CONSERVATION _LAW _SCIENCE 

_ 1500-1599 __AGRICULTUR~ _ECONOMICS _LITERATURE _SCULPTURE 

_ 1600-1699 KARCHITECTURE _EDUCATION _MILITARY _SQCIAUHUMANITARIAN 

_1700-1799 __ART _ENGINEERING _MUSIC _THEATER 

x_ 1800- 1 899 _COMMERCE _EXPLORATION/SETTLEMENT _PHI LOSO PHY _TRANSPORTATION 

_ 1900- _COMMUNICATIONS _INDUSTRY _POLITICS/GOVERNMENT _OTHER ISPECIFYI 

_INVENTION 

SPECIFIC DATES circa 1850 BUILDER/ARCHITECT 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

John Grinder ~urchased this parcel of land in 1868 from John T. Stoddart, 
a relative of General William Smallwood. It is believed that it was then 
that Grinder built the house.l 

Grinder, a successful brickmaker in Washington, D.C., is listed in Polks 
City Directory of 1870 as working near the U.S. Capitol at Half and K 
Streets, S.E. Also listed are several other Grinders working nearby in 
brick-related occupations. The materials for his Charles County farm
house reputedly were manufactured at his brick yard.2 

After the property was deeded to Edward M. Grinder in 1879, the farm 
was tenanted by J. Wesley Carpenter3 (a relative of Grinder) who would 
-~ter acquire the land in his own right. Wheat, corn and tobacco were 
~ne principal crops. The smoke house behind the main structure is the 
sole remaining outbuilding of the complex. 

The farm remained active and in the Carpenter family until 1945 when 
it was purchased by Herbert Staiger. Four month later he sold it to 
the State of Maryland through the Department of Natural Resources for 
inclusion in Smallwood State Park. 

lRambler, The Washington Star, Interview with the Carpenters 2/79. 

2Ibid. 

3The Ceremonies at the Unveiling of the Monument Erected over the 
Remains of Major General William Smallwood. p. 5. Lord Baltimore 
Press, 4 July 1898. 
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Maryland Historical Trust 
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The Maryland Historic Sites Inventory was officially created 
by an Act of the Maryland Legislature, to be found in the 
Annotated Code of Maryland, Article 41, Section 181 KA, 
1974 Supplement. 

The Survey and Inventory are being prepared for information 
and record purposes only and do not constitute any infringe
ment of individual property rights. 

RETURN TO: Maryland Historical Trust 
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